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1. Introduction 

In this document we will present the developed prototypes of TAPPS project. The report lists the 
resources used and provides an evaluation of progress and the final result against the projects 
objectives and milestones, through images and photographic material that have been developed 
during the last months of the project. 

A set of common scenarios is defined across all case studies as well as the components 
developed in the last period will be presented in order to demonstrate their relation with the three 
Use Cases: 

• Automotive 
• Healthcare 
• Industry 4.0 

Energica Motor Company, Fondazione Centro San Raffaele and TTTech are in charge of these 
three demonstrations. For modularity and simplicity of the document, the Marketplace and 
the TAPPS Toolchain are presented in separate chapters, as they are independent of the 
use cases. 

In the following list we provide a summary of the demos and applications that will be explained in 
this document: 

1. Electric Motorbike  
To validate the overall TAPPS architecture in the context of automotive area, Energica 
Motor Company had decided to develop following applications coming from real world of 
the motorcycle: Drive-By-Wire App, Traction Control App, FOTA Procedure and Secure 
CAN Concept. 

2. Health-care OPEN-Trolley 
To validate TAPPS architecture in the health-care context, FCSR designed and developed 
an OPEN-Trolley whose purpose is to assist nurses with therapies administration 
management. The scenario describes the end-to-end process from the design and 
development to the usage from the end users. Special attention has been put into 
highlighting how every step is implemented using TAPPS architecture. The OPEN-Trolley 
prototype is targeted to show how TAPPS can be exploited to create an extensible CPS 
system where the behavior of the system can be changed by just installing applications, 
potentially developed by third-parties, without compromising privacy and security. 

3. Industry 4.0  
In order to widen the scope of the TAPPS Project and to show applicability of results in 
particular w.r.t. time-critical applications with Deterministic Ethernet, TTT decided to do a 
third Prototype related to the industrial domain and Industry 4.0 application after close to 
50% of the project already done and on top of committed obligations. The idea was to 
provide a first platform for digital production sites. For this purpose, two FESTO machines 
were purchased. The functions of these two machines were extracted from the machine 
controllers to be available on external controllers. Seen in a wider scale, this offers the 
advantage of significantly more easy integration of new machines into an existing 
manufacturing site (a kind of abstraction of in general complex interfaces) and in addition 
supporting the idea of creating a new entire (machine/function) via a digital approach using 
the TAPPS Marketplace approach. In other words, by allowing to configure the new 
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machine park via internet guided applications and being capable of configuring the machine 
set newly via modified or other applications, totally new overall functionality of the 
production site can be created. In addition, this supports the idea of higher flexibility and 
customized products up to economically feasible “single lot size manufacturing”. 

4. Marketplace 
Actility has dedicated hardware equipment to host the demonstration platform content. 
There is separated Marketplaces running, they run different use cases to publish devices 
and applications with pictures and content, to buy them. Another fully dedicated server has 
been developed for the sake of the demonstration. It is able, through APIs, to allow the 
management of the devices and applications. This is, for instance, how the devices can 
fetch and install their payload when granted, in order to validate the end to end 
demonstration of full workflow.  

5. Toolchain 
The TAPPS project provided several ways in which critical apps can be developed. For 
instance, it is possible to use standard development techniques such as C programming. 
However ongoing trends targeting employment of model based approaches in the 
development of critical systems, resulted in a delivery of such functionality within the 
TAPPS. This demonstration will present the modeling capabilities of the TAPPS toolchain, 
by showing the development of an app. This app will extend the functionality of the 
Industrial Use-Case at runtime, which was the ultimate goal of TAPPS technology. In 
addition, to show the support of the toolchain for formal verification, developed app will 
undergo a verification procedure aiming at the discovery of potential bugs that can lead to 
incorrect behavior of developed application. 
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2. Automotive Use Case: Motorbike prototype  

2.1. General Overview of Automotive Prototype Demo – Second Iteration 
The first TAPPS prototype is the implementation of the TAPPS framework in the context of the 
automotive area. The goal of the automotive prototype is to demonstrate the following TAPPS 
elements: 

• Secure Communication between T-APP and C-APP 
• Real-time properties of TAPPS platform TAPPS platform architecture implementation 

prototype  
• TAPPS secure CAN to improve security of the overall communication between the nodes.  
• Secure Firmware update over the air of the Trusted Dashboard (T-Dash) 

According with the Deliverable D2.3 [3], below is reported the overall architecture of the automotive 
demonstration (Figure1). 

 

Figure 1: Automotive Demonstration Overview 

As reported in the Deliverable D2.3 [3], in the final architecture of the Automotive Use Case the 
following units are involved:  

• Vehicle Units (ABS, Motor, VCU, BMS),  
• Trusted Dashboard (T-Dash),  
• Connectivity Node (C-NODE), 
• Multi EE Platform (Multi EE Node).  

For each unit, there is an explanation in the following sections, however we have to mention that 
the Multi EE node is hosting three execution environments (TAPPS CEE, TAPPS TEE, and 
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TAPPS REE). By using the Multi EE node, it is possible to have the TAPPS applications having 
different criticalities or security requirements.  

Below is a list of the applications developed to test the real-time proprieties of the TAPPS 
Architecture and validate the interaction between execution environments: 

• C-APP1: Drive By Wire App  
• C-APP2: Traction Control App 
• C-APP3: FOTA Manager  
• T-APP1: Traction Control Manager  

Moreover, in the scope of the automotive use case we had to test the interaction between TAPPS 
Platform and several Cyber-Physical nodes (ECUs) by highlighting the real-time performance and 
the security of the sCAN. For that reason, the following list presents some modifications especially 
done to cover the overall tests and demos that will be explained: 

• A modified version of the motorbike Trusted Dashboard (T-Dash) with new additional 
information coming from CPS sensor node (IoT Node).  

• The CPS sensor node (IoT Node) is an IoT STM32 node that is able to retrieve 
environmental information like temperature and humidity and send them via CAN Bus. 

• The FOTA Procedure: The firmware upgrade of the T-Dash over CAN bus by using the 
Connectivity Node as the gateway to negotiate and retrieve the appropriate firmware via the 
Internet. 

• The internal Secure HUB to ensure a trusted access to legacy in-network.  

The following typical embedded software development process has been followed to develop and 
validate these test cases (Figure 2): 

• Requirements analysis coming from the D2.1[1] 
• Design of the applications based on the final TAPPS framework 
• Implementation phases 
• Integration and test phases 
• Validation phases 
• The underlying process of continuous verification support overall process activities 
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Figure 2: Embedded software development in Automotive Use Case 

The final automotive demonstration interacts with a real Energica motorcycle already present on 
the Market. Below is a summary of the important aspects of the Energica motorcycle. 

Starting with the basics, to turn on the motorcycle and enter in the RUN state it is necessary to 
follow this sequence: 

1. Insert the Key in the Ignition Switch and turn the Key to the ON position 
2. Pull up the Kickstand 
3. Move Emergency switch to the ON position 
4. Apply Front Brake lever and push Start Button 
5. Twist the throttle toward rider (counter-clockwise) to increase speed. When the throttle 

is twisted away from rider (clockwise), the speed decreases. 
 

The Energica Motorbike’s driving controls are depicted below (Figure3): 

  

Figure 3: Driving Controls and Location 
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A Front Brake Lever B Rear Brake Pedal 

C Keys D Left control switch 

E Dashboard F Ignition Switch 

G 

Right control switch 

• Emergency switch 
• Start motor 

H Throttle twist grip 

Table 1: Driving Control of the Motorbike 

As mentioned before, the Energica motorcycle is a real product already present on the European 
and US market. It is important to highlight that in order to make the interaction between the 
Energica motorcycles and the TAPPS framework feasible, Energica Motor Company has 
performed several modifications inside this very complicated product (as long as it refers to the 
automotive standards). In particular the modification are done on the firmware of the Vehicle 
Control Unit (VCU).  

As described in the Deliverable D2.1 [1], the VCU already present in Energica production 
motorcycles, is the core of the motorbike by implementing the real-time and safety critical functions 
via a Vehicle State Machine (VSM) which is responsible of the overall Vehicle behavior. The VSM 
has been developed using a Model Base Design. The VSM could be coined as the “brain” of the 
Vehicle and its State Machine is composed by States and Transitions. For a better understanding 
of Vehicle functional behavior, below is a list of the most important VSM States for the final 
Automotive Demo:  

• SLEEP state is the “power off” state commonly identified as the key-off state 
• IDLE state is the “stand by” state. In the IDLE state the vehicle motor is disabled.  
• RUN state is the motor drive enable state. In this state High Voltage (HV) supply is 

provided to the motor drive and produces torque in relation to throttle position. The    
(GO indicator) inside the dashboard is active (green light), the electric motor is on and 
ready to go. 

• FAULT state the “safety state”. In case of a system failure the vehicle enters in this state 
where is not possible enter in RUN state. 

 
The main responsibility of VCU is to provide the maximum power to the wheel while preserving the 
batteries life. In other words, VCU is trying to keep a good balance of the tradeoff between power 
train maximization and the avoidance of improper discharge of the batteries.  

The Connectivity Node (C-Node) screen is depicted below (Figure 4):  
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Figure 4: Connectivity Node: details of its screen (graphical interface) 

In order to simply the integration of the FOTA process, which is managed by the C-Node, a 
graphical interface with several buttons has been developed. Each button represents the status of 
a FreeRTOS thread which implements a supported functionality of Connectivity Node (C-Node). 
Using this method C-Node is able to provide us a feedback about the current state of each 
functionality. More specifically, active functionalities are marked with a GREEN border, in 
initialization phase functionalities are marked with a BLUE border and of course erroneous 
conditions of a functionality is marked with a RED border. Currently C-Node has almost 21 threads 
including several test case. We should mention that C-Node firmware is not upgradeable and the 
threads are serving the purpose to separate the functionalities, in other words it should be 
considered as a solid firmware. 

The Trusted Dashboard (T-Dash) main screen and its meaning is depicted below Figure 5 and 
Table2 
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Figure 5: T-Dash main driving screen – day mode (white background) 

 

Table 2: T-Dash main display indicator and units 

The background of the T-Dash is available also in black color. The white background corresponds 
to the day-driving mode. The black background corresponds to the night-driving mode.  

Trusted Dashboard (T-Dash) is a lighter version of the original one with a very minimal graphic 
interface, this was done to minimize the duration of FOTA for the demonstration. For a typical 
firmware size, the upgrade can take up to 20 minutes, in line with the time required by vehicles 
currently sold by Energica Motor Company. 

In the following sections, the applications developed and tested by the Automotive Use Case are 
reported. 

2.2. C-APP1 – Drive-By-Wire 
The Automotive Critical Application1 (C-APP1) is called Drive-By-Wire App, as described in the 
D2.3 [3], the Drive-by-Wire system is the direct interface between the driver and the vehicle.  The 
units involved by the C-APP1 are summarized here below (Figure 6): 

 

Figure 6: Units involved in the Drive-By-Wire App 

The C-APP1 manages the fine-tuning of the torque demand to the engine based on the mapping 
selected. The driving experience corresponds to four different motor mappings, which correspond 
to different values of maximum torque and different throttle responses. Also, there are three 
different settings of regenerative braking that can be manually turned off by the driver. The C-APP1 
implements the torque control and runs in the CEE of multi EE board, the torque command is 
calculated in the MATLAB module called Drive-By-Wire Module developed in a Model-Based 
Design (Figure 7).  

A Firmware Upgrade Progress Bar B Tachometer [km/h] 

C Traction Control toggle button  D Air Temperature [°C] 

E Debug Indicator  F Battery level indicator (State Of Charger) [%] 

G Air Humidity [%] H Total Odometer [km] 
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For this scenario, the throttle control is composed of a rotary potentiometer and a safety 
microswitch. The potentiometer detects the rotation of the throttle and is activated every time the 
accelerator is engaged or released. The VCU manages both the potentiometer and the switch 
signal and sends their status to the C-APP1. 

 

Figure 7: Drive-By-Wire Concept and its Matlab Design 

In particular, the Drive-By-Wire Module needs information coming from the vehicle through the 
Vehicle CAN BUS (VDB – See D2.3 [3]). Based on several inputs (i.e., the status of throttle 
command, battery voltage, vehicle status, etc.) the Drive-By-Wire module generates the output 
“torque command”.  

The source code generated by MATLAB is used by the CHROMOSOME Modeling Tool (XMT). 
With the help of XMT, it is possible to define the Inputs and the Outputs of the Drive-by-Wire 
MATLAB models as CHROMOSOME Topics, define a proper Drive-By-Wire CHROMOSOME 
Component and connect the Torque Command directly to the specific CAN Frame 0x7A2 (Figure 
8). 

 

Figure 8: Torque Command – CAN frame 

For testing the Drive-By-Wire App, the Validation Phase is separated in two different phases: 

• Validation phase based on Linux PC directly connected to the motorbike via CAN BUS 
• Validation phase based on Multi-EE board (XILINX) directly connected to the motorbike via 

CAN BUS 
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Predominantly, the Torque Command is sent to the Motorbike via CAN-BUS from a Linux PC. 
When the Motorbike receives the Torque Command (Frame 0x7A2), it is possible to go in RUN 
Mode correctly (Figure 9). 

 

Figure 9: XMT Design and First Step Validation of the Automotive C-APP1 

 
After verifying the correct behavior of the vehicle, the test was repeated by sending the commands 
directly from the Multi EE Node (XILNX board), Figure 10. More details about the Validation Phase 
are reported in Deliverable D5.4 [6]. We’ve defined this critical application as built-in app, because 
if it is not installed from the beginning it is not possible to use the motorbike correctly. 
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Figure 10: Multi EE Node connect to the Motorbike 

Below is a summary of the characteristics of this application: 

Name C-APP1 - Drive-By-Wire 

Developed by Energica Motor Company  

Download from None 

Used by C-APP2 

Kind C-APP 

TAPPS environment Critical Environnent 

Installed/updated/uninstalled by Installed and Updated by Energica Motor Company 

Configured by Energica Motor Company 

Main functions Torque control of the motorbike  

Table 3: Main Characteristics of Automotive C-APP1 

 

In the following table, the flow of action implied by C-APP1 is presented: 
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Description  Picture 

Switch on the Motorbike and the Multi-EE Board 

 

Put the Motorbike in RUN State 

 

Put the Motorbike in RUN Mode with the Drive-By-Wire 
App. If the User turn on the throttle, the Speed and 
Torque of the motorbike can grew up 

 

Table 4: Storyline of Automotive C-APP1 
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2.3. C-APP2 – Traction Control  
C-APP2 is the Traction Control App implementing the traction control feature of the Motorbike and 
runs in the CEE of multi EE board (Figure 1). The units involved by the C-APP2 are the same of C-
APP1 (Figure 6) 

It is based on the status of the front and rear active wheel speed sensors presented on the 
motorbike and is able to generate a variation of torque commands. By using this capability, the 
blocking or spinning of wheels can be prevented. Thus, the motorbike’ stability and steerability are 
ensured. Active wheel speed sensors are an integral part in the advanced driving management 
systems and is responsible to detect the wheel-speed rotation of motorbike using non-contacting 
measurement principles. The electric output signals of the sensors are transmitted using a cable to 
the control unit. 

This torque variation is calculated in the module called Traction Control developed with Model-
Based Design (Matlab). As for the C-APP1, the generated code by MATLAB is ported on 
Chromosome (XMT) Modeling Tool. Thanks to XMT, it was possible to define Inputs and the 
Outputs of the Traction Control MATLAB Models as a Topics, manages the specific Traction 
Control Component and runs it with the Drive-By-Wire Component in order to have unique Torque 
Command on the CAN Frame 0x7A2 (Figure 11). 

For this application, the Validation Phase is also performed in two steps: 

• Validation phase based on Linux PC directly connected to the motorbike via CAN BUS 
• Validation phase based on Multi-EE board (XILINX) directly connected to the motorbike via 

CAN BUS 

More details about the Validation Phase are reported in Deliverable D5.4 [6]. This critical 
application is a typical add-on app, which is not in-built in the motorcylce, as it can extent the 
motorbike’s functionality during runtime without reboot. 
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Figure 11: Workflow for Automotive C-APP2 

The main characteristics of Traction Control Application are summarized here below: 

Name C-APP2 - Traction Control 

Developed by Energica Motor Company  

Download from None 

Used by C-APP1 

Kind C-APP 

TAPPS environment Critical Environnent 

Installed/updated/uninstalled by Installed and Updated by Energica Motor Company 

Configured by Energica Motor Company 
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Main functions Variation of Torque control of the motorbike  

Table 5: Main Characteristics of Automotive C-APP2 

In the following table, the actions implied by C-APP2 are described: 

Description  Picture 

Switch on the Motorbike and the Multi-EE Node 

 

Put the Motorbike in RUN Mode with the Drive-By-Wire 
App only 

 

Install and Run of the Traction Control Application --- 
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Put the Motorbike in RUN Mode with the Traction Control 
App. 

The Motorbike is on the rear kickstand.  

The Traction Control App is active: the Torque and the 
Speed of the motorbike can’t grew up smoothly because 
the motorbike is on the kickstand and the speeds read by 
the front and rear wheel speed sensor are different.  

The Red LED of the Energica Dashboard is blinking in red 
color to inform the user that the Traction Control is 
active. 

 

Table 6: Storyline of Automotive C-APP2 

2.4. C-APP3 – FOTA Manager 
Traditionally, the consumer was responsible for updating a device firmware via a service facility. 
Firmware Over-The-Air (FOTA) is a technology in which the operating firmware of a device is 
wirelessly upgraded and updated by its manufacturer. FOTA allows manufacturers to provide 
efficient and timely firmware updates for the devices, which increases customer satisfaction and 
reduces technical support requirements. The process usually takes 5 to 20 minutes, depending on 
the internet connection speed and file size. 

Facilitates the following:  

• Allows manufacturers to repair bugs in new units  
• Allows manufacturers to remotely install new software updates, features and services - 

even after a device has been purchased. 
• FOTA-capable devices download upgrades directly from the service provider.  

FOTA manager App (C-APP3) is responsible for the initialization of the firmware over the air 
(FOTA) Procedure performed by the Connectivity node and the Trusted Dashboard (T-Dash). In 
details, the Multi EE board sends a specific CAN frame to Connectivity Node (C-NODE) at each 
power on, to start the FOTA process. The firmware, once downloaded by the Connectivity Node, is 
transferred via the CAN bus encapsulated and protected using the sCAN encryption.  

Using XMT, it is possible have an easy way to send a specific CAN frame from the XILINX board to 
the Connectivity Node in order to activate the FOTA procedure. This critical application is a typical 
add-on app, which is not in-built in the motorbike, as it can extent the motorbike’s functionality 
during runtime without reboot. 

The following are the steps required for the validation of this application: 

• Validation phase based on Linux PC directly connected to the motorbike via CAN BUS 
• Validation phase based on Multi-EE board (XILINX) directly connected to the motorbike via 

CAN BUS 

More details about the Validation Phase are reported in Deliverable D5.4 [6]. 
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Name C-APP3 - FOTA Manager 

Developed by Energica Motor Company , 

Download from Energica Server 

Used by --- 

Kind C-APP 

TAPPS environment Critical Environnent 

Installed/updated/uninstalled by Installed and Updated by Energica Motor Company 

Configured by Energica Motor Company 

Main functions Inizialization of FOTA procedure 

Table 7 Main Characteristics of Automotive C-APP3 

Nowadays, many automotive units communicate with each other through CAN buses in numerous 
vehicles. International news already talked about CAN bus weaknesses and hacker attacks. What 
the FOTA Procedure wants to show is how the TAPPS framework can significantly reduce the risk 
of external attacks and being more robust against them. 

As reported in the Deliverable D5.1 [4], In the first demonstration, the Automotive Use Case  
presented the performance of Secure-CAN (sCAN) against physical attacks, where an external 
attacker had a direct connection to the CAN-bus but was unable to read or write valid data on the 
CAN bus. More specifically, all the messages of the attacker were ignored by the rest of the 
connected nodes. The second demonstration wants to extend the sCAN concept also in the 
case of connected units, always more frequent in the automotive field. For this purpose, we 
anticipated a Firmware-Over-The-Air (FOTA) concept that Energica is intended to introduce in their 
future vehicles; this feature permits to upgrade units connected to the sCAN bus. 

Thanks to the FOTA Procedure, the Automotive Use Case is glad to present the upgrade of the T-
Dash firmware. All different firmware is stored on a Web Server, and the Multi-EE Board performs 
a request for a new available firmware on each power on. If a new version is present, Connectivity 
Node (C-Node) asks T-Dash to notify the driver if he wants to perform the upgrade; the driver has 
10 seconds to accept the notification. Otherwise, the procedure is canceled but proposed again 
during the next power on. 

If the driver accepts the upgrade, C-Node starts the downloading procedure of the firmware and 
stores it into the onboard SD Card. Once finished, it asks the destination (node) to start the 
firmware transmission over sCAN bus. C-Node sends FOTA frames over the ID 0x6C4, and the 
destination must reply on the ID 0x6E4. FOTA frames also contain a unique Target ID which 
identifies the right destination, and only the destination unit is authorized to reply. In this way, each 
unit can understand if the firmware upgrade is directed to it or other units. Because of the 
protection of the sCAN encryption, we can exclude all malicious units connected to the CAN bus 
and prevent any interaction with the other units.  

The units involved by the C-APP3 and FOTA Procedure are summarized and highlighted thanks to 
the following schematic (Figure 12): 
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Figure 12: Units involved by the FOTA procedure 

Energica Web Server contains a list of users that can access the Server panel, a list of firmware 
with a code and a release date for each one and a list of all vehicles produced. Containing the 
release firmware, the current firmware and a list of available firmware which is automatically 
updated every time a new firmware is uploaded to the server.  

A screenshot of the server is shown below (Figure 13). 

 

Figure 13: Energica Web Server 

C-Node uses a set of APIs to communicate with the Web Server. First of all, it sends a request for 
possible updates. The server replies with the release and current firmware and the list of all 
available firmware. In the case that the last available firmware is different from the current one, C-
Node asks T-Dash to start the FOTA procedure. The user has 10 seconds to accept it, and he can 
accept only with the vehicle, not in run mode. Once accepted, the vehicle cannot run until the end 
of the procedure, and C-Node sends a download request to the server. If the user does not accept 
the firmware update, he can drive with the current firmware without any problem, and at the next 
key on, the vehicle will recommend again the firmware update. 

C-Node will store the downloaded firmware into an SD Card and it will transmit it to the destination 
board when the download is completed. At the end of transmission, once received the frame that 
indicates the end of the FOTA procedure, C-Node will update the current firmware on the Server 
with a dedicated command. 
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In the following table, the flow of action implied by C-APP3 and FOTA Procedure is described: 

 

Description  Pictures 

Overview of the C-APP3 and FOTA Procedure Setup: 

- Linux PC 

- Trusted Dashboard 

- Security Bridge 

- IoT Node  

- Connectivity Node 

 

 

Vehicle power ON. Connectivity node and T-Dash are activated.  

The T-Dash presents the black background (night-driving mode) 

The GREEN border of the Graphic Interface of the C-Node depicts the 
active threads (FreeRTOS)  

The Multi EE node sends the CAN frame to Connectivity Node in order 
to start the FOTA process 
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Check and download updates 

Connectivity node is communicating with the server to check if there 
are any available updates. In that case it downloads the new firmware 
and stores it into the SD Card. 

In this picture we are able to see that C-Node has a “Firmware BLACK 
Wifi Download” thread active. 

 

Firmware update available. User Interaction required. 

When the download completes. C-Node activates FOTA thread. In the 
meantime, it deactivates some other threads in order to cut off any 
other communication. 

During this step, a popup notification appears on T-Dash screen 
informing the user about the available update. The user is able to 
interact with the popup notification and accept the update.  

 

 

 

Transferring the firmware to T-Dash 

After the previous step, the upgrade procedure starts. (Assuming that 
the user accepted the process by touching the screen). 

The speed indication presents the current progress of the transfer and 
the battery indication corresponds to the data blocks transfers. 
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Flashing the new firmware  

When the transfer procedure ends, T-Dash resets itself and the 
bootloader begins the installation of the new firmware. 

First, the bootloader checks if there is a valid firmware in the SD Card 
by checking some magic bytes at the beginning of the first section of 
the SD. Afterwards it erases the FLASH memory of T-DASH, copies the 
firmware to the FLASH memory of the microcontroller, validates that 
the copy was successful and jumps to the new application. 
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Finally, the new firmware is running. 

he T-Dash presents the white background (i.e., day-driving mode) 

 

Table 8: Storyline of Automotive C-APP3 

2.5. T-APP1 – Traction Control Manager 
The purpose of T-APP1 (Traction Control Manager) is to validate the communication between TEE 
and CEE in the automotive demonstration. The most important application running in the Multi-EE 
Node of the Automotive Use Case is the Drive-By-Wire App (C-APP1), which is assisted by the 
Traction Control App (C-APP2).. In this demo, the Automotive Use Cased developed a trusted 
application able to change the status of the Traction Control module into the CEE (i.e., Traction 
Control Activate or Traction Control Inactive). 

T-APP1 is supported by the trusted dashboard (T-Dash) where the user can activate or deactivate 
the Traction Control feature by using a specific virtual button on the Graphical User Interface of the 
T-Dash. In particular, the T-Dash sends this information (Traction Control Activate or Traction 
Control Inactive) to the Connectivity Node which forwards the command via UART to the TEE of 
the Multi-EE Board. This trusted application is a typical add-on app, which is not in-built in the 
motorbike, as it can extent the motorbikes functionality during runtime without reboot. 

Following are summarized the units involved by the T-APP1 procedure (Figure 14). 

 

Figure 14: Units involved by the T-APP1 

Name T-APP1 - Traction Control Manager 

Developed by Energica Motor Company , 

Download from --- 

Used by C-APP2 

Kind T-APP 
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TAPPS environment Trusted Environnent 

Installed/updated/uninstalled by Installed and Updated by Energica Motor Company 

Configured by Energica Motor Company 

Main functions Manages the activation or the activation of the Traction Control by the 
user thanks the interaction with the T-Dash, 

Table 9: Main Characteristics of Automotive T-APP1 

In the following, the flow of action implied by T-APP1 is described: 

Description  Picture 

The User wants to Activate the Traction Control feature. 

T-Dash sends the message to activate the Traction-
Control to the Connectivity Node via secure CAN. The 
Connectivity Node forward this information to the TEE of 
the Multi-EE board via UART 

 

The TEE forwarded the information to the C-APP2 via the 
inter-EE communication discussed in D3.2 [7].  

The Traction Control is now Active and it is possible to 
verify it just twist the throttle toward rider (counter-
clockwise) to increase the speed of the motorbike. The 
two wheel speeds sensors read different values because 
the motorbike is on the rear kickstand. In this situation, if 
the Traction Control is active, the motorbike speed and 
torque cannot grew up smoothly. The red LEDs of the 
Energica Dashboard are on when the Traction Control 
effect is present. 
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It is possible to do the same procedure in order to 
Deactivate the Traction Control: 

- Traction Control OFF (i.e., deactivated) by the 
user via T-Dash 

- T-Dash sends the message to deactivate the 
Traction-Control to the Connectivity Node via 
secure CAN. The Connectivity Node forward 
this information to the TEE of the Multi-EE 
board via UART 

- The Traction Control feature is now disabled. It 
is possible verify it just twist the throttle 
toward rider (counter-clockwise) to increase 
the speed of the motorbike. The two wheel-
speeds sensors read different values because 
the motorbike is on the rear kickstand but due 
the fact Traction Control feature was disabled 
the motorbike speed and torque can grew up 
smoothly. The red LEDs of the Energica 
Dashboard are off when the Traction Control 
effect is not present. 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 10: Storyline of Automotive T-APP1 
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3. Healthcare Use Case: OPEN-Trolley prototype 

3.1. General Overview of Healthcare Prototype – Second Iteration 
The Healthcare prototype exploits all the components that have been developed during the TAPPS 
project. Altogether, the components constitute a solid system where a device can be empowered 
by the TAPPS technologies in order to deliver a safe and secure Cyber-Physical System (CPS). 

The Healthcare case study has been identified in the clinical area. The corresponding prototype 
has been build starting from the therapy trolley used by nurses during the drug preparation and 
administration daily tasks, and in the current second iteration it has been refined in order to satisfy 
3 major prototype requirements (as requested by the TAPPS project Reviewers):  

• The trolley should be redesigned in order to have specific components that can host and 
demonstrate the TAPPS technologies; 

• The interaction with new trolley’s components should be designed to enable nurses to 
perform routine/new activities exploiting dedicated APPS installed on TAPPS; 

• The trolley should demonstrate the TAPPS interoperability, reliability, accountability and 
resilience when integrated and tested into the operative environment. 

On these bases, the Healthcare prototype, named OPEN-Trolley, has been implemented as a 
scalable solution to assist healthcare professionals (e.g. nurses) from the drug preparation to their 
administration phase. In fact, the TAPPS technology allows secure opening and closure of the 
therapy drawers of the trolley, as long as retrieving patient’s data from the Hospital Information 
System (HIS) In this way, OPEN-Trolley prevents common delivery errors such as inappropriate 
dosage or timing, wrong patient identification or missing point-of-care assessments. The most 
critical feature, i.e. drawers’ control, is demanded to the “Critical Execution Environment” (CEE), 
which physically isolates drawers' chest hardware from the applications using it. In parallel, a 
“Trusted Execution Environment” (TEE) hosts those applications which allow certified users to 
control the status of the trolley and to perform key activities empowered by TAPPS technology. 

In details, the Healthcare demonstrator CPS is built on the following components (as depicted in 
Figure 15): 

• OPEN-Trolley   (Device) 
• TAPPS Device   (Platform) 
• TAPPS Marketplace  (Marketplace, Application server) 
• A set of C/T/R-APPS   (APPS) 

o C-APP   i.e. Drawerschest Supervisor 
o T-APPS  i.e. eTherapyround, TrolleyDiagnostic, DigiVital 

• TAPPS Toolchain   (TOOLCHAIN) 
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Figure 15: Health-care OPEN-Trolley prototype system 

3.2. End-to-end process for the prototype 
In order to prove that the Healthcare prototype, thanks to the TAPPS architecture, is a solution 
capable of integrating cyber-physical enabling components so as to allow a correct isolation of 
critical functions (which are strictly connected to patients’ health and privacy), as long as 
interfacing with third party applications (which could enhance its capabilities), in the current 
paragraph the entirety of the end-to-end process is going to be detailed. To this extent, five 
different phases have been outlined (see Figure 16), that range from the OPEN-Trolley design to 
its direct usage in a hospital ward. Namely they are: 

1. OPEN-Trolley & App Design 
2. OPEN-Trolley Production 
3. OPEN-Trolley Unbox, connect & install apps 
4. OPEN-Trolley Usage 
5. OPEN-Trolley Maintenance 

 

Figure 16: End-to-end process 

In the following each of these phases is going to be described alongside with their application 
scenario and key actors (see paragraphs 3.2.1/2/3/4/5). 
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3.2.1. OPEN-Trolley & APPs Design 
The Manufacturing Company (also named as Trolley manufacturer – see also paragraph 2.4.2 of 
D6.5 for the nomenclature), already producing regular therapy trolleys, implements the OPEN-
Trolley. The OPEN-Trolley is a modular therapy trolley that integrates cyber-physical enabling 
components such as: 

• Electromagnetic chest of drawers 
• Powertrain 
• Battery 
• CPU & storage 
• Touchscreen 
• Connectivity support 

In order to exploit the CPS components 
integrated in the OPEN-Trolley, the 
Manufacturing Company exploits the TAPPS 
framework, which allows the control of the 
different components through dedicated APPs 

installed in three separated execution 
environments: 

1. The Critical Execution Environment (CEE), for core trolley APPs enabling the OPEN-
Trolley’s critical components (in our specific case, the electromagnetic chest of drawers) 
and the interaction between them. To this extent, the CEE works with C-APPs, developed 
by the Trolley manufacturer using the TAPPS Toolchain; 

2. The Trusted Execution Environment (TEE), for operators (i.e.: clinical engineers and 
nurses) that require, through dedicated APPs, to interact with the critical components. It 
works with T-APPs developed by the Trolley manufacturer, or certified Third-party app 
developers, with the TAPPS Toolchain.  

3. The Rich Execution Environment (REE), for operators (i.e.: clinical engineers and 
nurses) that use APPs that do not require interactions with the trolley critical components. 
The REE works with R-APPs which can whatever app available for Linux. 

For the Healthcare case study, i.e. for OPEN-Trolley, the Manufacturing Company designs and 
develops: 

• 1 C-APP to harness the Electromagnetic chest of drawers 
• 2 T-APPs for OPEN-Trolley Diagnosis and Therapy round preparation and administration 

In the meantime, certified third-party developers use the TAPPS Toolchain to develop T-APP to 
measure patients’ body temperature. 

3.2.2. OPEN-Trolley Production 
The Manufacturing Company receives an order from a hospital for a batch of OPEN-Trolleys 
through the Marketplace. Once all the components have been created, assembled, integrated and 
installed, the Manufacturing Company configures the TAPPS platform on the OPEN-Trolley 
storage, also setting the root passwords for: 

Figure 17: OPEN-Trolley modular design 
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• Host Environment (that will be consigned to the Clinical Engineer of the hospital to 
perform configuration tasks, e.g., set Wi-Fi); 

• Trusted Execution Environment (that will be consigned to the Clinical Engineer of the 
hospital to perform the administrative tasks, e.g., device pairing with TAPPS market); 

• Rich Execution Environment (that, later on, will be consigned to the Clinical Engineer and 
Nurses of the specific hospital ward to 
manage R-apps). 

The Manufacturing Company also: 

• sets up the Electromagnetic chest, 
installing the relative in-house 
developed C-app 

• installs a T-APP for the 
TrolleyDiagnostic, which allows the 
visualization of a set of widgets (e.g., 
electromagnetic chest) 

• assigns a serial number to the device 
• updates the Application server 

assigning each device to the customer 
who bought it 

• keeps latest versions of the apps in the Application server 

Once ready, the batch of OPEN-Trolley is sent to the hospital. 

3.2.3. OPEN-Trolley Unbox, Connect & Install Apps 
The Clinical Engineering department of the hospital receives the batch of OPEN-Trolleys ordered 
from the Manufacturing Company and is responsible for unboxing each OPEN-Trolley, recharging 
its batteries, plugging in all the OPEN-Trolley components, and finally turning the OPEN-Trolley on 
to test its specifications and functions. 

When an OPEN-Trolley is on, the Battery Level Indicator installed in the OPEN-Trolley turns on, as 
well as the Screen and all the externals components powered by the OPEN-Trolley. At the same 
time, TAPPS OS is automatically initiated.  

The first thing the Clinical Engineer has to do is to connect the OPEN-Trolley to the Internet. To 
connect the OPEN-Trolley to the Internet, the Clinical Engineer wires the OPEN-Trolley to a router 
(and the router to a computer) via Ethernet and launch the defined terminal command (this 
requires the Host Environment Root Password). 

Now that the OPEN-Trolley is connected to the Internet, the Clinical Engineer can start installing 
the apps dedicated to the hospital ward. Depending on the execution environment, there is a 
specific procedure to search and install apps. 

Trusted apps are installed remotely from the Application server: the device periodically 
synchronizes itself according to the information available on the server. To do so, the Clinical 
Engineer, on a computer connected to the Internet, browses the Application server website singing 
in with the Clinical Engineering department credentials. As soon as the Clinical Engineer is signed-
in, s/he can mainly install/update/uninstall APPs.   

Figure 18: OPEN-Trolley preinstalled apps 
deployment 
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Once the Clinical Engineer has 
installed Apps, s/he can configure 
them, for instance linking the app to 
Hospital Information System (HIS). 

Rich Apps, instead, are installed 
directly on the OPEN-Trolley via the 
regular Consumer Market (e.g. Linux 
app store).  

Once the OPEN-Trolley is ready, the 
Clinical Engineer moves it to the 
dedicated ward where direct 
operators (e.g., nurses) can learn 
how to use and maintain it. 

3.2.4. OPEN-Trolley Usage 
The nurse, in the nurse's room, turns on one of the OPEN-Trolleys available. Once TAPPS is 
loaded, from the TEE, the nurse opens the "eTherapyRound" app (see Section 3.4). Once the app 
is loaded, the nurse is required to sign-in with his/her personal credentials. 

Once the nurse is signed-in, the eTherapyRound app prompts with the Dashboard containing the 
nurse's daily therapy rounds schedule. Once the nurse starts one of the therapy round assigned, 
the application guides her/him through the steps to be perform (for the purpose of this document, a 
brand-new therapy round process will be analyzed).  

The first step required to be perform is the “OPEN-Trolley Preparation”. The trolley preparation 
consists on loading the OPEN-Trolley drawers (available and empty) with the therapies to be 
administered during the therapy round just started. In particular, each drawer will have all the 
therapy for a single patient. Once the nurse lands on the “Trolley Preparation” section of the app, 
eTherapyRound gets the latest Electronic Health Record of all the patients for the therapy round 
just started from the HIS, and provides a list of “preparations” to be performed, specifically:  

• Individual patient therapy provision  
• Generic drug provision 

Once the nurse selects the first individual patient therapy provision, the OPEN-Trolley 
automatically opens the drawer that will host the related patient therapy. The nurse can pick the 
drawer up and, following the instruction on the screen, prepare the whole therapy for the patient by 
scanning one by one the patient assigned drug taken from the drug cabinet in the nurse’s room. 

Once all the drugs have been successfully scanned and loaded in the patient dedicated drawer, 
the app invites the nurse to close the drawer to finalize the therapy preparation. Once the drawer is 
closed the T-APP invites the nurse to move ahead with the rest of the list, which also include 
generic drug provision. When the whole “OPEN-Trolley preparation” is over, the T-APP informs the 
nurse that it is possible to move to the second step to be performed: “Therapy Administration”.  

The second step required to be perform is the “Therapy Administration”. The therapy 
administration consists on providing the right drug at the right patient. Once the nurse lands on the 

Figure 19: Health-care TAPPS marketplace 
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“Therapy Administration” section of the app, the nurse will see the list of patients she/he prepared 
the therapies for. This time, in order to open the drawer with the dedicated therapy, the nurse has 
to physically reside in the patient room, next to him, and scan the Hospital Identification Wristband 
of the patient with the Barcode scanner connected to the OPEN-Trolley. Once the patient has been 
identified, the related scheduled therapy information gets visualized on the screen and the drawer 
containing the related therapy automatically opens. 

Let’s see the case in which, before the nurse can proceed administering the scheduled therapy, 
s/he has to update a specific patient parameter such as the temperature (which might possibly 
prevent the nurse to administer certain drugs). The current application (i.e. eTherapyRound) can 
be moved around the screen, in order to see, give space and access the others T-APPs installed in 
the TEE.  

Once the nurse finds the app she/he needs (in this case DigiVital, described in Section 3.5), she 
signs-in with her/his credentials. From now on, the app will guide her/him through a set of steps, 
which are: 

1. identify the patient; 
2. exploit the dedicated medical device to measure the patient temperature (which is located 

in one of the trolley’s drawer); 
3. update the recorded temperature in the patient’s EHR of the Hospital Information System. 

Once the new temperature (in the prototype a temperature value has been show cased, but it can 
be any patient data, including other vital signs or changes in the patient therapies) value has been 
recorded, eTherapyRound automatically retrieves it from HIS and updated information is displayed 
for the visualized patient. If the automatic update procedure does not work or is too slow, the T-
APP allows the operator to trigger an “update” of the patient information.  

If everything is compliant to the scheduled therapy, the nurse can then begin the administration 
scanning, one at the time, the drugs that need to be administered, which are contained in the 
drawer opened when the Hospital Identification Wristband of the patient was scanned. Once all the 
drugs have been successfully administered, the eTherapyRound invites the nurse to close the 
drawer and, in case demand therapy is not needed (which would open a drawer dedicated to 
generic demand therapy for all patients), the T-APP invites the nurse to finalize the therapy 
administration for the related patient closing the drawer. At the end, the app invites the nurse to 
move ahead with the next patient. 

When the whole “Therapy administration” for all the patient list is over, the T-APP greets the nurse 
and finalizes the “Therapy administration” process. The nurse can then bring the OPEN-Trolley 
back to the Nurse’s room in order to conclude his/her duty with the “Trolley routine maintenance” 
process which allows the nurses to remove (and eventually save) all the therapy that have not 
been administered during the current therapy round from the OPEN-Trolley drawers. Only when 
the “Trolley routine maintenance” process is over, the T-APP considers the current therapy round 
concluded and a new therapy administration round can be started. 

3.2.5. OPEN-Trolley Maintenance and apps update 
The Clinical Engineer, from time to time, might need to run the OPEN-Trolley hardware 
maintenance, physically assessing (and possibly fixing) trolley’s components. Instead, for the C-
APPs and T-APPs, the Clinical Engineer can perform remote maintenance from the Application 
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server; in particular the Clinical Engineer is able to configure each device that is owned by the 
hospital and to specify which C-Apps and T-Apps must be installed. 

Each OPEN-Trolley will periodically check its configuration on the Application server. Whenever a 
change is detected, the TAPPS Platform will manage to recreate on the OPEN-Trolley the same 
configuration that is reported on the application server (e.g., by installing/updating/removing apps). 
The procedure will be automatically performed only when: 

• the device is in recharge mode;  
• the related T-APP is closed; 
• the OPEN-Trolley has been just turned on. 

3.3. C-APP1 – Drawerschest supervisor 

Name C-APP1 - Drawerschest Supervisor 

Developed by Trolley manufacturer 

Download from TAPPS Marketplace 

Used by All the T-APPS 

Kind C-APP1 

TAPPS environment Critical environnement 

Installed/updated/uninstalled by 
• Installed by: trolley manufacturer 

• Updated by: clinical engineer 

Configured by Trolley manufacturer 

Main functions 

• Drawers access control management (reservation, release) 

• Drawers chest monitoring (including detection of constraints 
violations or forced opening of drawers and allowing recovering 
from invalid states) 

• Drawers chest layout definition (physical layout of the drawers 
are provided by the C-App and is not hard-coded in T-Apps)  

Table 11: Main Characteristics of Health-Care C-APP1 

The purpose of C-APP1 is to control the Drawers Control Board (DCB), shown in Figure 20, and to 
mediate access to the drawers chest from the T-APPs. C-APP1 is developed by the Trolley 
manufacturer and is pre-installed in the OPEN-Trolley. 

                                                
1 Technically C-APP1 is not a single C-App, but a set of several C-Apps, as described in D2.3 [3]. Since 
these C-Apps are interconnected and jointly provide a single service, they are improperly presented here as 
a single C-App, for clarity purposes. 
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Figure 20: Drawers Control Board (DCB) 

The development of C-APP1 is done using the TAPPS Toolchain. In Figure 21, the development of 
the status monitoring component of C-APP1, using 4DIAC, is shown. Like all the other components 
of C-APP1, the status monitoring component is modeled as a simple state machine. The blue 
nodes in Figure 21 represent states. Once the system is initialized, the component starts polling 
the DCB; if the communication is successful, the status information is forwarded, and the system 
moves to the state on the right. If the communication fails, the malfunction is reported and the 
system moves to the state on the left. After this initial phase, at any time, the system will be on one 
of these two states, the state on the left denotes a hardware failure, and the state on the right 
denotes normal operation. Once the models of C-APP1 are designed, the developer verifies the 
models and automatically generate the code for the application. The code is compiled into shared 
objects, signed and deployed on the OPEN-Trolley (or made available on the Marketplace). 
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Figure 21: Model development of C-App using 4DIAC 

3.4. T-APP1 – eTherapyRound 

Name T-APP1 - eTherapyRound 

Developed by Trolley manufacturer 

Download from TAPPS Marketplace 

Used by Nurse 

Kind T-APP 

TAPPS environment Trusted environnement 

Installed/updated/uninstalled by Clinical engineering 

Configured by Clinical engineering 

Main functions 

• Supported equipment of the therapy trolley 

• Supported therapy round preparation 

• Support therapy round administration 

• Supported therapy round discharge 

Table 12: Main Characteristics of Health-Care T-APP1 
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In the following, the flow of action implied by T-APP1 is described: 

Description  Picture 

T-APP authentication with credentials 

 

Dashboards with therapy rounds assigned to the 
authenticated nurse. The start button allows the nurse to 
begin the process to manage a therapy round 

 

Trolley preparation section of the T-APP, where drugs for 
each patient can be prepared and placed in the related 
drawer (1 drawer per patient). To initialize the 
preparation of the therapy for a patient, the nurse has to 
click on the button “OPEN DRAWER” of a patient. 
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Once initialized the preparation of the therapy for a 
patient, the T-APP books through the Drawerschest 
Supervisor C-APP a drawer (in the picture is the number 
7), opens the drawer and it displays the list of drugs 
needed to be insert inside the drawer 

 

Each time the nurse scans the required drug to be 
prepared, the T-APP adds a ✓ next to the drug 

 

Each time the nurse scans the wrong drug, the T-APPS 
informs the nurse about the miscorrelation between the 
drugs required and the drug scanned 

 

Once all the needed drugs have been scanned for a 
patient which the drawer belongs, the T-APP asks the 
nurse to close the drawer of the patient in order to 
finalize the therapy preparation. 
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During the preparation of the therapy, it is not possible to 
prepare two therapies at the same time (the T-APP does 
not allow the user to open two drawers at the same time 
which are dedicated to the therapies) 

 

Once the nurse wants to start to administer the therapies 
prepared and stored in the trolley, the nurse can move 
back to the dashboard ad initialize the administration (as 
well as carry on the trolley preparation or maintenance, 
where prepared drawers can be emptied and released)  

 

The trolley administration section of the T-APP, 
where drugs previously prepared for each patient can be 
administered, supports the identification of the patient’s 
identity and related room’s location 
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In order to open the drawer containing the therapy for a 
patient previously prepared, the nurse has to either scan 
the patient wristband or type manually the code written 
on it. Only if the information of the patient’s wristband 
matches one of the patients ready for administration, the 
related drawer containing the drugs will open 

 

Scan (with the bar code reader) and administer a required 
therapy 

 

If needed, the nurse can browse the latest temperature 
measurements of the patient (e.g., in order to check if it 
is possible to administer a specific therapy) 

 

In case demand therapy is not needed, the apps will open 
a drawer dedicated to generic demand therapy for all 
patients 
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Finalize the preparation of therapy for the patient (close 
the drawer) 

 

If the nurse wants to put the T-APP in standby but still 
has at least 1 drawer reserved by eTherapyRound open, 
the T-APP asks the nurse to close all the drawers before 
to proceed. 

 

Once in standby, nobody can interact with the T-APP, 
unless it gets unlocked with the user logged password. 
Nevertheless, the T-APP is still monitoring if any drawers 
get forced or hacked 

 

In case someone forces or hacks a drawer, the T-APP 
displays a warning message 
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Every time a drawer (or more than one) is forced or 
hacked, before to proceed the nurse has to go through a 
reset procedure 

 

Table 13: Storyline of Health-Care T-APP1 

3.5. T-APP2  – DigiVital 

Name T-APP2 - DigiVital 

Developed by 3rd party app developer 

Download from TAPPS Marketplace 

Used by Nurse 

Kind T-APP 

TAPPS environment Trusted environnement 

Installed/updated/uninstalled by Clinical engineering 

Configured by Clinical engineering 

Main functions 
• Browse latest temperature recorded into patients’ EHR 

• Update temperature into patients’ EHR 

Table 14: Main Characteristics of Health-Care T-APP2 

In the following, the flow of action implied by T-APP2 is described: 

Description  Picture 

Authentication with credentials 
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Scan something else, like a drug (with drawer still closed) 

 

Scan a patient (with drawer still closed, it  opens 
automatically) 

 

Get the latest body temperature measure 

 

Initialize the process to record a new temperature 
measure 
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Type the new measure 

 

A message confirming the update of the patient’s 
temperature is displayed and the corresponding list of 
measurement is updated  

 

Try to open the drawer with the thermometer while 1 
patient drawer is open (from eTherapyRound) 

 

Log out with the drawer still open 

 

Table 15: Storyline of Health-Care T-APP2 

3.6. T-APP3 – TrolleyDiagnostic 

Name T-APP3 - TrolleyDiagnostic 

Developed by Trolley manufacturer 

Download from TAPPS Marketplace 
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Used by Clinical engineering & nurses 

Kind T-APP 

TAPPS environment Trusted environnement 

Installed/updated/uninstalled by Clinical engineering 

Configured by Clinical engineering 

Main functions 

• Verify the electromagnetic chest operability 

• Book, open, reset and release available drawers 

 

Table 16: Main Characteristics of Health-Care T-APP3 

In the following, the flow of action implied by T-APP3 is described: 

Description  Picture 

The T-APP draws elements and layout of the trolley 
electromagnetic chest of drawers according to information 
provided by the C-APP 

 

Available drawers (in light grey) can be booked by the 
application and kept reserved until released (in white with 
a close locker) 

 

Booked and closed drawers can be opened tapping on the 
desired drawer. Once opened, the GUI displays changes 
to inform the user the drawer current status 
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If a booked drawer gets forced or hacked, the GUI 
displays a warning (in red) informing the user that the 
content of such drawer might be corrupt 

 

In order to recover the forced/hacked drawer, the user 
opens a menu with a long press on the invalidated drawer 
and select Reset 

 

If a drawer is not needed anymore, it is possible to 
release the drawer. the user opens a menu with a long 
press on “Release”. This means that the released drawer 
is again available for other T-APPs if needed 

 

Table 17: Storyline of Health-Care T-APP3 
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4. Industry Use Case: Industry 4.0 prototype  

4.1. General Overview of Industry 4.0 Demo – Second Iteration 
The third prototype is the implementation of the TAPPS framework in the context of an industrial 
production environment, specifically targeted at the deployment of distributed real-time control 
applications for the control on the shop floor. In production environments, criticality relates to both 
real-time criticality for robotics and machine control as well as mission-criticality, i.e. the availability 
(uptime) of the production environment is directly tied to financial gains and losses.  

The goal of the prototype is to demonstrate the following TAPPS elements: 

• TAPPS development methodology for critical applications using 4DIAC 
• Installation of C-apps through the TAPPS Marketplace and execution environments through 

XME. 
• Safe and secure isolation of R-apps, T-apps and C-apps deployed on the ARM Juno 

platform utilizing the safe and secure switch between normal and secure worlds. 
• Control of distributed CPS from the CEE utilizing TAPPS deterministic Ethernet 

The architecture of the Industry 4.0 prototype is depicted in Figure 22. 

 

Figure 22: Industry 4.0 Prototype Overview 

The prototype utilizes the ARM Juno evaluation platform or alternatively a LINUX based PC as a 
platform with the TAPPS software architecture and networking technology integrated on the 
platform. It is connected through deterministic Ethernet connection to the control units used to 
control a simulated factory environment utilizing industrial equipment from FESTO. The Prototype 
makes use of the FESTO “Pick & Place” machine and the so called “Processing Station”. The 
basic functional units (Apps) of each machine are “extracted” from their internal controller and 
“outsourced” to three computing units (which are realized by beagle bone controllers within this 
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set-up) that can combine the individual functions to form a new entity (quasi a new machine), 
composed from functions of both individual machines. The set-up makes use of three controllers, 
(a) the Belt Controller, (b) the Crane Controller and (c) the Processing Station Controller (see 
Figure 22). 

The Processing Station consist of a turn-table installation that can hold up to 6 work pieces 
represented by small pots in this demonstration. They are rotated from one processing position of 
the machine to next (maximum 6 positions, two installed for this demonstration). After each rotation 
step the pots receive a certain manufacturing step like drilling or milling. Thereafter they are moved 
on to the second machine, the “Pick & Place” machine. The Pick and place machine is composed 
of two different parts that can be interpreted as two different basic functional units (Apps), namely 
the “belt drive” including its position sensors to locate the work piece (Pot) and to precisely stop it 
on the belt at the position where the “Crane” provides the lid on the pot. The second functional unit 
(App) is the “Crane”, capable of lifting a lid from a repository and place it on the pot. After receiving 
its lid, the work piece is moved on to the end of the belt. 

Figure 23 shows the set-up with both machines in place. The FESTO processing station can rotate 
the workpiece on the table to allow different processing steps to be taken such as drilling or milling. 
After this step is done, the workpiece is moved on to the belt drive of second FESTO machine (see 
Figure 24), the pick and place machine. This machine can pick a lid from the reservoir and place it 
on the pot (the work piece in this implementation example). 

 

 

Figure 23: The FESTO processing Station (left) and the FESTO Pick&Place machine (right) work together to 
compose a new entity 
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Figure 24: The workpiece “Pot” (red arrow points to the small pot) is leaving the processing machine and will 
receive a lid on the pick and place machine 

Running the prototype, the user can perform the following activities: 

1. Installation of C-apps (critical) related to the “software-controlled factory”, e.g. replacing, 
enhancing and extending the control of the machinery in the factory. 

2. Installation of T-app (trusted) – perform factory management, diagnosis, predictive 
maintenance, visualization, quality-control or other applications  

3. Control the factory, e.g. operate the conveyor belt, pick and place items onto or from the 
conveyor belt. 

4.2. C-APPs 
Using CHROMOSOME, the application that runs in the critical environment communicates with the 
Beagle Bone controllers connected to the Festo machines to control them. The applications come 
in the form of components that can be installed using the TAPPS installation tool-chain allowing the 
factory to modularly expand, as more machines are being added. Finally, it publishes information 
about the status of the machines which will be read from the T-APP. 

The main innovative thing in our Industrial Prototype is not the application as such; it is the fact that 
by pulling out functions from the machine controller into separated actions that can be performed 
by the machine, the operator benefits from a higher abstraction level in programming the 
machines. Consider a craft shop consists of three machines from different suppliers (i.e., a 
FESTO, a SIEMENS, and a KUKA, or whatever). All of them have different programming interfaces 
whereof some are even not directly accessible in an easy manner. By abstracting each function of 
each machine into a dedicated “C-APP”, the operator receives the opportunity to compose in a 
simple and easy to use process conducted via the internet by downloading a sequence of “APPs” 
(equals function steps in a manufacturing flow) in order to produce a certain number (defined by 
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the T-APP) of products. As soon as a new order is in, the manufacturing flow can be changed / 
reloaded to produce a totally different product requiring probably different machines in the craft 
shop and/or at least a different way to work on the product during its newly defined production 
process. Thus, the APP itself is very primitive, and is considered as a tool to achieve the goal of 
internet- based means to modify the production process for producing small to large quantities of 
different products within the same work shop. 

Thus, we spoke of a “pool of C-APPS”. They follow the same format each of them being capable of 
fulfilling one particular function of the subject machine. 

In order to demonstrate the benefit, we have developed the following C-APPs: 

a) C-APPS for the FESTO Processing Machine: 
• C-APP-1: Rotate the Turntable 
• C-APP-2: Drill a hole (simulated since we do not have a drill in the drilling machine) 

b) C-APPS for the FESTO Pick & Place machine:  
• C-APP-3: Process the work piece on the belt (operates the belt drive) 
• C-APP-4: Pick a lid and put it on the work piece 

 

Name C-APP-1 - Turntable-Rotation 

Developed by TTTech Computertechnik AG 

Download from TAPPS Marketplace 

Used by Industrial 4.0 Demonstration  

Kind C-APP 

TAPPS environment Critical Environment 

Installed/updated/uninstalled by Installed on Prototype by TTTech Computertechnik and fortiss 

Configured by TTTech Computertechnik AG and the user of T-APP 

Main functions Machine command to operate the processing table 

Table 18: Main Characteristics of Industry C-APP-1 

 

Description  Picture 

The C-APP-1 is designed to run on the FESTO processing 
station. It is the command to rotate the processing station 
turntable by one position of the 6 possible positions 

We regret, but we have not found a possibility to “ban” this command on a picture 
that makes sense (The App is a simple SW Command only). We made a video that 
can make the operation of the APPs visible. However, motion is unavoidable thus a 
video is the only mean that can make this visible.   

Table 19: Storyline of Industry C-APP-1 
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Name  C-APP-2 - Hole-Drill 

Developed by TTTech Computertechnik AG 

Download from TAPPS Marketplace 

Used by Industrial 4.0 Demonstration  

Kind C-APP 

TAPPS environment Critical Environment 

Installed/updated/uninstalled by Installed on Prototype by TTTech Computertechnik and fortiss 

Configured by TTTech Computertechnik AG and the user of T-APP 

Main functions Machine command to operate the drilling device 

Table 20: Main Characteristics of Industry C-APP-2 

 

Description  Picture 

The C-APP-2 is designed to run on the FESTO processing 
station. It is the command to operate the drill on the 
processing station  

We regret, but we have not found a possibility to “ban” this command on a 
picture that makes sense (The App is a simple SW Command only). We 
made a video that can make the operation of the APPs visible. However, 
motion is unavoidable thus a video is the only mean that can make this 
visible.   

Table 21: Storyline of Industry C-APP-2 

Name:  C-APP-3 - Belt 

Developed by:  TTTech Computertechnik AG 

Download from:  TAPPS Marketplace 

Used by Industrial 4.0 Demonstration  

Kind C-APP 

TAPPS environment Critical Environment 

Installed/updated/uninstalled by Installed on Prototype by TTTech Computertechnik and fortiss 

Configured by TTTech Computertechnik AG and the user of T-APP 

Main functions Machine command to forward the work piece on the belt by one step 

Table 22: Main Characteristics of Industry C-APP-3 
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Description  Picture 

The C-APP-3 is designed to run on the FESTO pick & 
Place machine. It forwards the work piece from the 
processing station to the belt and operates the belt to the 
first position.  

We regret, but we have not found a possibility to “ban” this command on a picture 
that makes sense (The App is a simple SW Command only). We made a video that 
can make the operation of the APPs visible. However, motion is unavoidable thus a 
video is the only mean that can make this visible.   

Table 23: Storyline of Industry C-APP-3 

Name C-APP-4 - Crane 

Developed by TTTech Computertechnik AG 

Download from TAPPS Marketplace 

Used by Industrial 4.0 Demonstration  

Kind C-APP 

TAPPS environment Critical Environment 

Installed/updated/uninstalled by Installed on Prototype by TTTech Computertechnik and fortiss 

Configured by TTTech Computertechnik AG and the user of T-APP 

Main functions Machine command to pick up a lid and place it on the pot. 

Table 24: Main Characteristics of Industry C-APP-4 

 

Description  Picture 

The C-APP-4 is designed to run on the FESTO pick & 
Place machine. It picks up a lid from the repository and 
puts it on the pot waiting on the belt. 

We regret, but we have not found a possibility to “ban” this command on a picture 
that makes sense (The App is a simple SW Command only). We made a video that 
can make the operation of the APPs visible. However, motion is unavoidable thus a 
video is the only mean that can make this visible.   

Table 25: Storyline of Industry C-APP-4 

4.3. T-APP-1 
The trusted application polls for information about the factory, from the critical application and 
displays the results on a browser page, where the user can check how many units were produced 
in the factory (assembly line status) or the status of machines (predictive maintenance). Since the 
GUI is on a browser the user can access it from his laptop or a mobile phone/tablet.  

For our demonstration, this is the only T-APP needed to conduct the demonstration. 
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Name T-APP-1 

Developed by TTTech Computertechnik AG 

Download from Marketplace 

Used by C-APP 

Kind T-APP 

TAPPS environment Trusted Environment 

Installed/updated/uninstalled by TTTech Computertechnik AG 

Configured by TTTech Computertechnik AG 

Main functions Provides machine park status 

Table 26: Main Characteristics of Industry T-APP-1 

Description  Picture 

The T-APP-1 provides the machine park status of the 
two FESTO Machines to the controllers. 

We regret, but we have not found a possibility to “ban” this command on a picture 
that makes sense (The App is a simple SW Command only). We made a video that 
can make the operation of the APPs visible. However, motion is unavoidable thus a 
video is the only mean that can make this visible.   

Table 27: Storyline of Industry T-APP-1 

4.4. Demonstration 
The idea is to show how we can use the TAPPS Marketplace in an industrial environment where 
the demand for more and more customized products with dedicated specialties permanently rises. 
This leads to the need of manufacturing kind of single lot size quantities rather than huge lots 
producing the same product allowing no or only little customization. In our example we produce 
one “pot” that receives the “standard” processing on the “Processing Station” only and then is 
moved to the end of the belt of the pick and place machine without any further manufacturing 
steps. After sending the new commands for the “customized” product the “Pot” undergoes all 
processing steps of the “Processing Station” and also receives a lid in the “Pick & Place” machine 
representing an example for how to make use of the same manufacturing infrastructure but for a 
customized product. The update of the processing commands is received via the new, modified 
application provided via the market place facilities. 
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5. TAPPS Marketplace Prototype  

5.1. General Overview of Marketplace Prototype Demo – Second Iteration 
The purpose of this prototype demonstration is to prove that a device and some applications from a 
functional TAPPS Marketplace, once bought can be operated.  

This emphasizes three major key axes: 

• Part I: Fully dedicated suppliers & vendors management. 
• Part II: Full operational eShop with purchase demonstration. 
• Part II I: Fleet management with application activation where the sample device will retrieve 

instructions to be able to install applications. 

For the demonstration, Actility is running three market places instances:  

• Industry Use Case,  
• Automotive Use Case, 
• Healthcare Use Case  

Each one contains its own relatives’ roles (as described in D3.2 [7]). The complexity induced by the 
many roles involved in the workflow would take too much time.  

The demonstration will focus on the trolley management from end to end.  

It will consist of buying a device and an application on the store, then follow the several steps of 
the workflow (via different roles and interfaces) until the application is running on the CPS. 

The Marketplaces roles are dispatched has shown in the following Table (Table28): 

Marketplace Healthcare Use Case Automotive Use Case Industry Use Case 

Operator Operator Operator Operator 

Supplier Trolley manufacturer Energica Motor Company TTTech 

Vendor Hospital 
Energica Motor Company/App 
Developer TTTech vendor 

Subscriber Manager 
Customer/Dealer/ Energica 
Motor Company User 

Table 28: Marketplace roles 

5.2. Part I: Supplier & Vendor management. 
The Marketplace involves several roles. To timebox the demonstration, some details related to the 
supplier will be prefilled such as shipment methods, an application and a device. 

The prototype will have to login first as a supplier, display the prepared device and application as 
shown on, then he will log as a vendor. There are two interfaces to display: first the backend which 
contains the data structure, then the eShop frontend which is handling payment interface and 
proves these items are turned into an available offer. The dual role support for Vendor and 
Supplier in Marketplace validates the requirement D2.1 [1], ID[121]. The vendor will also display 
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the various shipping methods testify the Regionalization/Segmentation of Marketplace D2.1 [1] 
ID[124].  

 

Figure 25: Supplier interface edition 
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This figure (Figure 25) shows how applications onboarding is forged. 

5.3. Part II: Full operational eShop with purchase demo and auto 
provisioning 

5.3.1. Marketplace interface 
Then the prototype connects to the eShop as a customer. This will validate the Marketplace eShop 
front end D2.1 [1], ID[127], see Figure 26 - Example of eShop main page. He will buy a device and 
an application via a new account creation. 

 

 

 Figure 26: Example of eShop main page 

There will be two distinct workflows to display and it will demonstrate the Marketplace End user 
Portal front end D2.1 [1], ID[128]. 

The customer adds into his basket a sample device and two applications. One is a license to 
manipulate the Application management server (TAS) and the other is bound to the device (i.e. 
Drawer for Trolley). 

The buying process funnel will ask the customer personal details and he will process to checkout. 
A confirmation email will be sent. 
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Then the supplier takes back the control of the process thanks to a notification by email, see Figure 
29 - Email notification example. He will manually attach the device id to the customer through the 
TAS and will acknowledge the buying process into the Marketplace backend interface. 

When an application or device is bought a notification is shown. See Figure 27 - supplier view of 
for new device. 

The whole step by step purchase process ends with a confirmation order. See Figure 28 – 
payment process validation 

Note: It is required to buy the generic application call ‘TAPPS GUI’ to be able to connect on the 
control server (TAS). 

  

Figure 27: Supplier view of for new device 
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Figure 28: Payment process validation 
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Figure 29: Email notification example 

 

5.3.2. Application management server 
The demonstrator will log to the portal. It contains an interface with tiles. Each tile is an application 
bought. From this page, it will be redirected to the TAPPS Application Server, also known as the 
controller. The demonstrator will log into the T-AS server afterwards by getting its credentials 
through the API from the Marketplace. He will be able to administrate his fleet such as activating 
the application. 

5.4. Part III: Fleet operation with application management 
The subscriber has activated its application. Now the device will connect to the server and 
download the payload. 

Then the subscriber deactivates the application and the devices shows it is deleting the 
application. Please refer to Figure 30 - Example of fleet management 
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Figure 30: Example of fleet management 

 

5.5. Full steps enclosure 
The following table details the sequence of actions required to demonstrate the full end to end 
workflow from device and application purchase to installation on a device. 

It involves several users via distinct roles. The Lettered step are done prior to the demonstration. 

 

id chapter sequence role 
Demonstration 
audience action 

A set shipping supplier parameters supplier showed during demo go to shipping tab 

B set shipping supplier parameters supplier 
setup prior to 
demonstration check shipping list 

C set shipping supplier parameters supplier 
setup prior to 
demonstration add Tariff 

D set shipping supplier parameters supplier 
setup prior to 
demonstration activate shipping 

1 app creation logging supplier showed during demo type password 

2 app creation device creation supplier 
setup prior to 
demonstration Add device 

3 app creation device creation supplier 
setup prior to 
demonstration set Name  

4 app creation device creation supplier 
setup prior to 
demonstration set state 

5 app creation device creation supplier 
setup prior to 
demonstration set shipping 

6 offer creation  logging vendor 
setup prior to 
demonstration create new offer 

7 offer creation  offer creation vendor 
setup prior to 
demonstration create new offer 

8 offer creation  set parameter vendor 
setup prior to 
demonstration set state 
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9 offer creation  add item vendor 
setup prior to 
demonstration click item and chose Create 

10 offer creation  save offer vendor 
setup prior to 
demonstration click on save button 

11 prepare eshop logging vendor 
setup prior to 
demonstration click on catalog 

12 prepare eshop add item vendor 
setup prior to 
demonstration click on create Offer 

13 prepare eshop search offer vendor 
setup prior to 
demonstration retrieve the offer 

14 prepare eshop create offer vendor 
setup prior to 
demonstration set Name and validate 

15 prepare eshop save offer vendor 
setup prior to 
demonstration fulfill the eshop entry creation 

16 buy device landing page subscriber showed during demo 
connect to the page an chose 
a device 

17 buy device add device to cart subscriber showed during demo proceed to checkout 

18 buy device create account subscriber showed during demo click on Create an account 

19 buy device address details subscriber showed during demo fill delivery details 

20 buy device shipment details subscriber showed during demo set payment details 

21 buy device payment subscriber showed during demo payment details 

22 buy device confirmation  subscriber showed during demo order has been placed 

23 
proceed with 
order notification vendor showed during demo go to notification 

24 
proceed with 
order notification supplier showed during demo accept shipment 

25 
proceed with 
order 

logging on TAS 
server supplier showed during demo enter credentials 

26 
proceed with 
order 

Assign device to 
supplier supplier showed during demo select the right user 

27 
proceed with 
order retrieve order supplier showed during demo 

look for order and edit it in 
backend interface 

28 activation 
logging on TAS 
server subscriber showed during demo enter credentials 

29 activation select device subscriber showed during demo retrieve the right device 

30 activation activate device subscriber showed during demo tick the activation flag 

31 activation choses the version subscriber showed during demo select version via dropdown 

32 activation apply changes subscriber showed during demo click on the 'apply' button 

33 
device 
interaction 

device installing 
application subscriber showed during demo 

see the device installing the 
application. 

33 
device 
interaction 

deactivate the 
application subsciber showed during demo 

click on the deactivate button 
and apply changes 

34 
device 
interaction 

device deinstalling 
application subscriber showed during demo 

see the device removing the 
application 

Table 29: Demonstration full steps 
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6. TAPPS Toolchain Prototype  

6.1. General Overview of Toolchain Prototype Demo – Second Iteration 
The toolchain prototype focuses on two aspects. First is the model based design of apps. In order 
to show this, but also the simplicity of developing functional models, the prototype presents the 
development process of an app which extends the functionality of the Industry 4.0 prototype. The 
development activities include also the code generation and creation of the installable package that 
can be then offered on the Marketplace. The second aspect, this is the formal verification of apps 
which was integrated within the toolchain in order to verify their functional properties. The formal 
verification will be shown on the app developed during the demonstration. 

6.2. App Development 
The main purpose of the toolchain is to enable the development of apps for the TAPPS platform. 
Detailed description of the toolchain provides different ways for supporting the development of 
apps. The main advantage of the toolchain is the support of model based design. This latter brings 
several benefits such as usage of graphical models to specify system architecture which provides 
clearer and more comprehensive view on the system. It is also code generation which gives a 
potential to reduce development efforts. 

The intention of the toolchain demonstration is to focus on the model based approach. 
Consequently, the prototype demonstration shows the development of an app that will then be 
deployed on the running Industry 4.0 use-case, extending its functionality. Therefore, apart from 
showing how an app can be designed using models, this prototype demonstrator also presents the 
simplicity of delivering new functionality to the system which runs TAPPS platform. The detailed 
description of the Industry 4.0 prototype is provided in the Section 3. In general, it includes 3 apps, 
i.e. Belt App, Crane App, and the Processing Station App as shown on the Figure 31. The Belt App 
controls the movement of the belt of the 1st FESTO machine. The Crane App controls the crane 
unit of the FESTO 1 machine, which places caps on the items (small containers) which arrive on 
the belt. Finally, the Processing Station App runs on the 2nd FESTO machine and delivers the 
items to the belt prior to their processing, e.g. drilling. For more details about the functionality of 
these apps, please refer to Section 3. 
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Figure 31: Apps of the Industry 4.0 Prototype 

The idea of how the functionality of Industry 4.0 use-case will be extended is presented in Figure 
32. The app to be developed, called Units Processing App, affects the operation of the Crane App 
by sending it a CHROMOSOME topic which defines the frequency for processing items by the 
crane. The topic is simply of Integer type and its value “n” means that only every nth item will be 
processed by the crane. It also receives one topic (Crane Statistics) which contains an information 
about the number of items, already processed by the Crane.  

 

Figure 32: The Units Processing App influencing the operation of the Crane App 
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The flowchart of the Units Processing App is present in Figure 33. The processed_items is a 
variable which contains information about the number of items for which crane placed the cup on 
top. If at least 3 items were processed, i.e., processed_items >= 3, the items processing frequency 
will change (i.e., the value of everyWhatItem will be updated). The setup of the new frequency 
value will be done based on the previous value, e.g. if every 2nd item is processed, the new 
processing frequency will be 3.  

 

Figure 33: Units Processing App Flowchart 

The demonstration includes the following activities. First is the development of the Units 
Processing App, using the model based capabilities of the toolchain. Second is the code 
generation from the developed model along with the generation of the package that can be stored 
under the Marketplace and installed on the device. Finally, it is an upload of the app package to the 
FESTO 1 machine to show how easy the operation of the machine can be updated, by affecting 
the operation of the crane in this case. 

6.3. App Verification 
The NuSMV model checker is used to model check critical applications in TAPPS. Only apps 
modeled with 4DIAC are verifiable using the NuSMV because for them we provide a model-to-
model transformation that transforms 4DIAC models into the SMV (Symbolic Model Verifier) 
models. The latter is an input language of the NuSMV model checker. Figure 34 shows the flow for 
the formal verification of apps developed in 4DIAC, as discussed in detail in deliverable D4.2 [5]. 
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Figure 34: Formal Verification of 4DIAC apps 

The toolchain demonstration will show the verification procedure following the steps illustrated in 
Figure 34. The app that will undergo the verification, which is the Units Processing App, is 
developed as part of the demonstration. Hence, the SMV file will be generated, similar to the one 
shown in Figure 35. 

 

Figure 35: Example of the generated SMV file 

In order to complete the generated SMV file, the properties for verification have to be specified. 
This can be done using common formalism such as Linear Temporal Logic (LTL) or Computation 
Tree Logic (CTL). An example of the property which can be easily verified with model checking is 
the reachability of the states, which build the state machine describing the behavior of an app. The 
reachability property is considered by the verification patterns as specified in D4.2 [5]. For 
instance, we can ask whether a state of Units Processing App (with a name ‘everyWhatItem=2’), in 
which the change of the frequency from 1 to 2 happens, is ever reached. This can be done by 
writing following LTL formula LTLSPEC F (UnitsProcessingApp.state = ‘everyWhatItem=2’). The 
letter F stands for Finally. Similar formula can be specified for the remaining states, which allows to 
fast and easily verify whether all the states can be ultimately reached. Otherwise, with the standard 
testing procedures, all the possible executions would have to be considered (for each execution, 
testing scenario would have to be provided) in order to assure that all the states are reachable. 
Consequently, the formal verification can reduce the testing efforts and can contribute to the 
speedup of the whole development process as well as to the limitation of final costs, resulting from 
the early discovery of potential errors. This has been discussed in deliverable 5.4 [6], in section 2. 
After providing the specification of LTL/CTL formulas, it is possible to run the model checking, 
which then will provide an output, showing which properties of the app are preserved, and which 
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are not. An example of the generated output from the NuSMV model checker can be seen under 
the Figure 36.  

 

Figure 36: Example output of the NuSMV model checker 
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7. Conclusions  

Thanks to the automotive prototype, it was possible to demonstrate the real-time properties of the 
TAPPS framework, the secure communication between T-app and C-app, the TAPPS secure CAN 
to improve security and the secure firmware update over the air of the Trusted Dashboard (T-
Dash). 

The healthcare prototype showcased the whole end-to-end production process of TAPPS enabled 
device, the OPEN-Trolley, from the manufacturer to the end user. The OPEN-Trolley is an 
extensible device that can be easily customized by installed T-apps. This has been reported by 
users to be a relevant feature in this domain, because it allows the trolley to adapt to specific 
needs of each hospital ward while still satisfying security requirements. 

The purpose of the TAPPS Marketplace, is not only understanding how to generate an automated 
platform for shipping and processing orders, but it is also providing convenient installation tools for 
the real need of a full potential ecosystem. Enabling diversity from the endless creativity of 
applications developers by giving the power to a potential community. The roles defined for the 
Marketplace can also help to drive this in a more efficient way by assigning the right cards to the 
right players. The snowball effect from the TAPPS is to facilitate new comers in the game. 

The main idea behind the toolchain prototype demonstrator is to present the development process 
with the model based approach. It shows how an idea of an app can be easily turned into the 
design, using graphical representation, and then how the coding phase (also called implementation 
phase) can be minimized to no effort using the code generator. It also demonstrates the integration 
of formal verification and how the potential errors can be determined already at the design stage, 
which is valuable from the economical viewpoint. Finally, it shows how the generated app package 
can extend the functionality of already running Industry 4.0 demonstrator, which is one of the main 
features characterizing open cyber physical systems.  

As we also experienced strongly during the SPS Conference in Nuremberg in late November 2017, 
the interest in the TAPPS approach was very large. Instead of the beagle bone controllers we had 
replaced them by our newest generation of “Fog-Nodes” that also allow to improve the security 
concept (implementation of the “Fog-Nodes” and integration into the prototype was conducted as 
“follow-on activity” to TAPPS in continuation to a later productization cycle). Figure 23 provides 
evidence on the value of the TAPPS project results w.r.t. to industry 4.0 applications. 
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ANNEX A: Acronyms 

 
Acronym Description 

C-APP Critical App 

T-APP Trusted App 

API Application Programming Interface 

App Application 

CAN Controller Area Network 

CEE Critical Execution Environment 

CPS Cyber Physical Systems 

CPU Central Processing Unit 

C-Apps Critical Applications 

ECU Electronic Control Unit 

EE Execution Environment 

EN End Node (or Ethernet Node) 

FPGA Field-Programmable Gate Array 

GIC Generic Interrupt Controller 

GPL General Public License 

GPU Graphics Processing Unit 

GUI Graphical User Interface 

HDMI High Definition Multimedia Interface 

I/O Input/Output 

MAC Media Access Control 

NI Network Interface 

NoC Network on Chip 

NuSMV Model checker, 

OS  Operating System 

REE Rich Execution Environment 

REQ Requirement 

ROM Read-Only Memory 
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Acronym Description 

RTOS Real Time Operating System 

sCAN  Secure Controller Area Network 

SIL Safety Integration Layer  

SoC System-on-Chip 

SW Switch 

TAS Time-Aware Shaper 

TEE Trusted Execution Environment 

T-Apps Trusted Applications 

T-DASH Trusted Dashboard 

UART Universal Synchronous Receiver/Transmitter 

UI User Interface 

USB Universal Serial Bus 

U-Apps Untrusted Applications 

VDB Vehicle Data Bus 

VM Virtual Machine 

XME CHROMOSOME Runtime System 

XMT CHROMOSOME Modeling Tool 
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